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The Problem: 
One of the most time consuming and often conceptually 
problematic elements of integrating data is the reconciliation 
of divergent classification systems.  
The issue of variation in classification is encountered in any 
classificatory data (see Figure 1), but is most notably 
encountered in reconciling species taxonomy between 
different databases. Differences between taxonomic 
classification systems can result from contrasting opinions, 
such as the endorsement of different taxonomic publications 
for a group of taxa, or from varying rates of adoption and 
integration of taxonomic revision into official taxonomic 
sources. Although instances of taxonomic discrepancy 
(Figures 2 and 3) are easily understood conceptually by 
human readers, it is more difficult to process and reconcile 
these subtle differences in computer-based information 
systems.  

One of the key challenges facing environmental scientists and managers is the integration of disparate datasets to re-use data for innovative science and novel NRM 
solutions. Divergence in classification systems  between databases is the biggest challenge for data re-use, and is both time consuming and conceptually 
problematic. The reason for divergence is often due to differences in opinion such as where authorities endorse different species concepts or use different 
conventions for citation. Even where national standards are adopted in principal, such as the Australian Soil and Land Survey Field Handbook, different observers 
often modify the classification to suit their needs. 
 
The Australian Ecological Knowledge and Observation System (ÆKOS) is an innovative system designed by TERN Eco-informatics to house rich ecological data.  The 
solution adopted for ÆKOS is assisting database integration by mapping concepts to a common knowledge model while still maintaining the original information.  
This means that users of ÆKOS can discover and explore data relating to either the original or the commonly mapped information thereby reducing problems with 
data alignment across multiple datasets, for example comparing taxonomies across state boundaries. Taxonomic concepts from source datasets are algorithmically 
matched against National Species Lists (NSL) using a reconciliation service that links to the NCRIS funded Atlas of Living Australia NSL work.  Species observation 
data in ÆKOS can then be searched using field species identification, herbarium determinations and also author qualified NSL taxon concepts. 
 
This ground breaking approach not only makes a dataset more easily discoverable to an end-user, but smooths the process of data integration thereby greatly 
increasing its chance for successful re-use. 
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Figure 5. Features of the ÆKOS Taxonomic Service which has adopted the Atlas of Living Australia National Species Lists (NSL) as its  National Taxonomic standard. 

Key Benefits: 

The novel approach taken by the ÆKOS Taxonomy Service  (and the indexing model more generally) has the following key 
benefits:  

  allowing datasets to be discovered on a set of common indexes while maintaining all details of the original data ; 

  the use of a common conceptual model  facilitates the process of integration across datasets; 

  the time for data users to integrate different taxonomic (and other classificatory) data is significantly reduced; 

  greatly improves appropriate re-use of data. 

 

 

The Solution: 

ÆKOS has developed a semantic 
data storage model which has the 
flexibility to allow individual 
databases to be stored without any 
loss of information while mapping 
to a common set of ecological 
concepts. In addition, a set of 
indexes are added to each database 
so that they can be searched and 
explored on a set of common 
ecological themes see (Figure 4).  
One of the central themes in most 
ecological data is species taxonomy. 
ÆKOS has developed a taxonomic 
service through which taxon 
concepts from source datasets are 
algorithmically matched against the 
NCRIS funded Atlas of Living 
Australia National Species Lists (NSL) 
(see Figure 5). 

Figure 1. An example of how different projects have 
adopted a “standard” landform classification system from 
the Australian Soil and Land Survey Field Handbook 
(2009). 

Figure 2. An example of taxonomic divergence where different 
citations are used for the same author. 

Brachyscome blackii G.L.R.Davis   
compared to:  

Brachyscome blackii G.L.Davis 

Figure 3. An example of taxonomic divergence where two 
sources use a different spelling for the same taxon concept. 

Pycnosorus chrysanthes Sonder 
 compared to:  

Pycnosorus chrysanthus Sonder 
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Figure 4. Selecting search criteria in the ÆKOS beta portal. 

Taxon concepts that do not 
have a match in the NSL 
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concept list specific to the 

data source 
 

Observation data in ÆKOS 
can be searched on taxon 
concepts in the NSL and 

the source data 
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